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Abstract— Spam has become a main cause of financial loss in 

most of the organization. It was seen that 81.6% of the email 
Traffic in 2006 was spam [1]. The loss incurred by the companies 
is growing exponentially and so is the number of spam emails. 
This makes spam detection and spam filters are critically 
important. There are various techniques used in order to filter 
spam, two of most prominent techniques available are IP 
blacklisting/white-listing and content-based filtering.  An email is 
identified as spam based on the reputation of the source done by 
grey listing the source from their previous history [2]. In this 
paper we introduce a method for improving the spam filters by 
using a hybrid technique (Content Based & Anomaly based 
detection approach). In this work, we show how to identify 
whether the email is spam or not by implementing models that 
capture the nature of emails’ headers and patterns found in the 
emails’ content. The general behavior of spam and legitimate 
emails for each of these models is obtained and assigned a score; 
the value of this score is used to differentiate between a legitimate 
emails and spam. By using this hybrid approach, we were able to 
detect spam with a false positive rate of .54% and a false negative 
rate of 1.34%. We also discuss the relation between phishing and 
spam and how some anti-phishing techniques can be used in 
spam filters. 
 

Index Terms— Hybrid Spam Filtering, Spam, Anomaly based, 
Spam Detection, Email Protection 

I. INTRODUCTION 
pam is defined as unsolicited, unwanted email that 
endangers the very existence of the e-mail system with 

massive and uncontrollable amounts of messages [3]. Spam is 
used by bots to overload the email inboxes and increase the 
traffic on a server which eventually leads to DoS. A number of 
approaches have been taken in order to defend against DoS 
attacks [4].  Around 80% of the received emails today are 
spam. According to surveys, companies spent around $600 
million in 2003 in order to prevent Spam and according to a 
recent survey by university of Maryland the cost has gone up 
to 22 Billion $/year [5]. Even after such precautions spam is 
estimated to cost a total of $130 billion worldwide, of which 
$42 billion is in the U.S. alone [6].  

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, 
we present an overview of related work is. Section 3 presents 
an overview of the framework and presents insights into our 
approach to the modeling methodology. Section 3.4 describes 
the characteristics of spam headers and the models developed 
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to evaluate the authenticity of SMTP/email headers. Section 
3.5 deals with describing the content reliability model and 
different Anti-Phishing techniques we incorporate in this 
model. Section 4 the preliminary results of the  proposed 
approach. Section 5 presents the conclusion and outlines the 
future research activities. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 There are several approaches applied in to block spam and 
phishing emails like blacklisting, whitelisting, 
signature/content based techniques, and rule-based anomaly 
methods. But these approaches have failed because spammers 
have been successful in finding some loop holes in these 
techniques. A brief description of these approaches is given 
below. 

A. Blacklisting 
 This method uses the history of the sender’s IP address as 
the criteria to filter email. According to this approach, if the IP 
address of the sender is involved with spamming in the past, 
then it is added to a list of spammers and the emails is blocked 
from reaching the targeted inbox. Any email received from an 
IP which is blacklisted is considered to be a spam. Spammers 
have come up with many ways to evade Blacklisting; sending 
less amount of spam over a certain amount of time and keep 
changing the IP address by using dynamic IP addresses so that 
they do not get blacklisted. Stealing IP blocks using BGP 
Route Hijacking [7], stealing IP from local networks is 
another common approach. One of the most common methods 
the Spammers use is by hiring Bots(Spam Campaign) and 
sending huge number of mails in a short period of time and by 
the time the IP is blacklisted thousands of spam have already 
been sent which result in heavy traffic or DoS attack. This 
method assumes IP address of the sender to be static which is 
not true nowadays as the machines generally get the IP 
address from a pool of available IP's (Dynamic IP allocation) 
and hence it is not very effective. This method also requires 
the blacklists to be updated very often which makes it not very 
attractive. 

B. White-listing 
 This method is very similar to Blacklisting; it also uses 
reputation of the IP as the criteria to differentiate between 
spam and legitimate mail. Instead of maintaining a list of 
Blacklisted IP addresses, it maintains a list of allowable IP 
addresses which do not have any reputation of sending spam 
mails. It shares the same disadvantages as Blacklisting, the list 
has to be updated very often as IP addresses [8] can start 
sending spam mail suddenly and IP addresses do not remain 
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static so the chances of a legitimate IP address being removed 
from the white list are high. 

C. Content Based Filtering 
 There are many filters available which use content of the 
mail as the criteria for filtering spam [9]. One of the most 
popular and effective example is the Bayesian approach [10, 
11]. A spam dictionary is set up which consists of the 
probability values of various well known signatures. In this 
method the probability of few unique signatures occurring in a 
Spam is calculated from spam word's dictionary and each mail 
is checked for these signatures and the total probability 
(Bayesian Probability) is calculated which helps to decide 
whether it is a spam or not. In order to degrade the 
performance of Bayesian filters spammers have come up with 
a method called Bayesian poisoning [12, 13]. In this method, 
Bayesian Probability is degraded by using certain signatures 
which frequently occur in legitimate mails or by modifying a 
word by adding some special characters along with it. Another 
disadvantage of this method is that it has to update spam 
word's dictionary at regular intervals [14].Other disadvantages 
of this approach are given in [15]. 

D. Anomaly Based Approach 
 Anomaly Detection involves identifying observations that 
deviate from the normal behavior of a system [16]. In this 
method we characterize a system's normal behavior and any 
anomaly in the system's behavior is detected. In email system 
we study the characteristics of normal and spam mails and 
define the region of normal operation and anything deviating 
from this is considered to be a spam. This method overcomes 
the disadvantages of the Content-Based filters as the Anomaly 
Detection is adaptive and changes with time in accordance to 
changes in system behavior. The main challenges of this 
technique are defining the normal region, the used features, 
and the training period. 

III. HYBRID APPROACH 

A. Introduction 
 We have discussed various approaches taken in order to 
filter out spam, out of which content- based filtering is very 
popular and widely used. In this paper, we have developed a 
Hybrid Approach which utilizes the advantages of anomaly 
based techniques and content based filtering. In this approach 
we have applied techniques similar to that of Anti-Phishing for 
spam detection. We have divided the spam filter into three 
models i) Anomaly Based Model, ii) Content Based Model, 
and iii) Reputation Based Model. Anomaly based model has a 
number of weak estimators which help us categorize the 
authenticity of the email headers. The Content Reliability 
Model checks for some basic patterns in the body of the Mail 
and uses anti-phishing techniques when any hyperlink appears 
in the body. Our proposed system integrates the desirable 
aspects of both categories of spam detection system (Anomaly 
& Content Based).  

B. Hybrid SPAM Filter 
 The main design principle of our filter is to extract headers 
and type of content in email body such as text, HTML, 

Images. In this framework, we create models for dealing with 
header and Text/HTML content. Anomaly based models takes 
the SMTP/email headers as the input and the body of email is 
given to the content based models.  
 

 
Figure 1. Block Diagram of Hybrid SPAM filter. 

 
The block diagram of our framework is given in Figure 1. The 
internal Block diagram of each of the models will be discussed 
later in the following sections. 

C. Anomaly Based Model 
 The basic block diagram of the anomaly based model is 
shown in Figure 2. The system is basically divided into three 
phases i) Data Collection phase, ii) Training, and iii) Decision 
Making module. Data Collection Module is used to collect the 
emails and pass them to the extractor. The extractor is used to 
extract the header and store the data in the Database.        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 
Figure 2. Basic Block Diagram of Anomaly Based Model. 

 The training module uses the data from the database in 
order to analyze various characteristics of SPAM and 
legitimate mails and do appropriate feature selection. Based on 
the features selected a number of models have been designed 
in order to distinguish between SPAM and legitimate emails. 
This model uses the characteristic of normal email to define a 
region of normal operation. 

1) Model Based on Characteristics of Spam Headers 
 It is often noted that the Headers of the mails are being 
manipulated in order to avoid spam detection by IP 
blacklisting or Signature based method. Headers in spam mail 
can be used to detect the source or origin of the mail and 
hence it necessitates the spammers to forge them in order to 
conceal their Identity. In order to find out the characteristics of 
a SPAM mail and legitimate mail we studied a dataset of more 
than 5000 spams and 3000 normal emails. A set of 
characteristics of headers in SPAM are observed which can be 
used as indicators of forging. One of the most common ways 
used by the spammer is by changing the header such that it 
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looks like the email has been sent by the receiver itself ; this is 
known as Identity forgery [17]. An example of an email 
header that fells into our spam trap is given in figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. Spam Email Header illustrating the Spam Header Characteristics 

 
2) Degree of Randomness Model 

 One of most efficient ways of sending huge amount of spam 
in a short period of time deployed by spammers is by hiring 
bots. Bots are machines which send out huge number of spam 
mails in a small period of time. Bots are one of the major 
security threats [18, 19, 20]. The Botnets are rented for a small 
amount of time and they are able to send thousands of mails in 
a small amount of time. In order to identify a spam mail we 
observe characteristics of Bots and developed a model to 
identify emails sent by Bots. Spammers collect a huge number 
of email Id’s either by using tools called Harvesting Bots [21] 
or they purchase them from other spammers. In either way the 
information regarding the target is limited (just the email ID, 
username etc).  To make their spam look real they try to use 
this information (Username) in the subject field and they try to 
address them with their username rather than their real name. 
The characteristic of a mail sent by Bots are observed from the 
data collected and it is observed that the degree of randomness 
in the mail sent by Bot is very less when compared to mails 
sent by humans. An example of spam mail header collected by 
our spam trap is given in figure 4. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Spam Header - Bot Characteristics. 
 
From the sample header we notice the following  

1. Domain name is same for all recipients  
2. Usernames are quiet similar 

 It is often seen that the domain name is the same since the 
probability of a Bot sending mail to different domains is small. 
We use features to exploit this property of Bots, by checking 
the randomness property in email Id’s, Domain name, etc... 
We have selected three main features in order to find the 
proximity of usernames and domain name. The features are 
given below: 
 
Avg_Pos :  Average number of similar characters in username  
 
Avg_Con :  Average number of consecutive similar characters 
regardless of position. 
 

Avg_Dom_Sim: Average Similarity in the Domain Name of the 
receivers. 
 
 The 2-Dimensional and 3- Dimensional plots obtained after 
applying these features on our database are given in figure 5. 
It is clear that almost all spams collected by our spam trap 
have been directed to receivers of the same domain. It is also 
clear from the 3-D plot that the Degree of Randomness in 
usernames receivers is more in normal email when compared 
to the Spam. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 5. a) 2-D Plot demonstrating similarity of Domain Name b) 3-D plot- 

Demonstrating Degree of Randomness in usernames 
 
 

D. Content Reliability Model 
 This Model is designed based on the characteristics of the 
body in spam emails collected by our Spam Trap. Most of the 
spams are sent with an intension of phishing or advertising 
products. Recent Internet trend analysis report by Commtouch 
(Figure 6) shows the distribution of spam sent/received during 
the first-quarter of 2010[22].   

 
Figure 6. Spam Distribution in first-quarter of 2010.(Source:Commtouch) 

 
 It is clear that 93.7% of the spam mails sent/received were 
advertisements and phishing mails. It is obvious that every 
spam sent with the intention of advertisement or phishing will 
contain hyperlinks or domain names which they want the 
receiver to visit. In our spam trap around 95% of the spam 
collected had more than one hyperlink. The block diagram of 

Sample Email Header:- 
From: VIAGRA ® Official Reseller 
<mtabris@gmail.com> 
To: mtabris@gmail.com 
Subject: For mtabris! Discount ID99626 
Content-Type: text/html; char set="ISO-8859-1" 

Sample Email Header:- 
From: VIAGRA ® Official Reseller 
<mtabris@gmail.com> 
To: mtabris@gmail.com 
Subject: For mtabris! Discount ID99626 
Content-Type: text/html; char set="ISO-8859-1" 
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the Content Reliability Model & Reputation Based Model is 
given in figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: Block Diagram of Content Reliability Model & Reputation Based 

Model 
 

Hence we evaluated the reputation of Domain Names used 
in the spam mails by using one of the leading Anti-Phishing 
Toolbar, Web of Trust (WOT) to see whether they will be able 
to classify these Domains as spam. We have used the mywot 
toolbar API which helps us evaluate the hyperlinks present in 
the email [23]. This toolbar evaluates a Domain Name based 
on four parameters Trust, Reliability, Privacy and Adult 
Content. The plot obtained by applying the Anti-Phishing 
toolbar technique on the database is given in figure 8. It is 
seen that 98% of the domain names present in spam emails of 
our database have parameter values less than 80. 
 

 
Figure 8. Anti-Phishing Toolbar Plot 

 
 Some of the domain names do not have enough history to 
build a reputation. In order to address those domain names we 
query the DNS registry with the domain name to get the 
information about the owner, time for which the domain is 
active. This information helps us to find out the where about 
of the Domain name by using who command and check 
whether it was recently created to spam the network. The older 
the domain name the more reliable it is. 

E. Reputation Based Model 
 In this model, decision is made by skimming through the 
body of the mail. The method we use is similar to that which 
is use in CANTINA to do Anti-Phishing [24]. Information 
retrieval algorithm like tf-idf is implemented in order to search 
for all words in the body of the email and select top 'n' 
rare/unique words occurring in the Database. The tf-idf 
Algorithm is explained in [25]. Term Frequency (tf) is defined 
as the number of times a term ti appears in the particular mail. 
Inter-Document Frequency (idf) is defined as the frequency at 
which the term ti appears in the corpus (Database). We use the 

idf value to sort the numbers based on the rarity and choose 'n' 
words from it. 

∑
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 The probability of the word present in the mail being 
associated with the Spam is calculated. The formulae for 
calculating the Probability is given by: 
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 The Anomaly Factor is calculated based on the above 
mentioned formula. The decision of the model is based on the 
anomaly factor value; we can preset the threshold for this 
measure using experimental data. in our evaluation of our 
approach, we use this a value of 0.6. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 In order to create a Corpus of mails both Spam and normal, 
we collected mails received by five users(from gmail domain) 
from December 2009 - July 2010. This corpus was used for 
filter learning it consisted of more than 5000 Spam mails and  
10000 normal emails. It was seen that around 35% of the spam 
received were sent by forging the receiver's address “Self 
Spamming". Around 15% of the Spam mails were sent to 
more than one recipient and were detected by the Degree of 
Randomness Model. Around 95% of the spam emails had 
suspicious links in the body of the email which were detected 
by the content  
reliability model. Out of the links present in spam emails 3% 
of the links had no parameter values from the Anti-phishing 
toolbar and we had to query DNS age to get the reputation of 
the domain.  Based on these results we implemented the 
Anomaly Based, Reputation Based and Content Reliability 
Models. After implementing these models we evaluated the 
spam filter by checking each received mails and taking 
decisions based on the models. The results obtained by using 
our spam filter to filter out received mails for the duration of 
approximately 3 months from Jul 2010 - Oct 2010 is given in 
figure 9.  The experimental results shown below are obtained 
by setting the threshold value of 0.6 for The anomaly factor 
obtained from the Reputation Based Model. The x axis 
reprints the period in weeks (1 time unit = 2 weeks) and y axis 
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represents the Number of mails received during that particular 
period. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Figure 9. a) Total Spam received vs. Spam detected by Hybrid Filter. b) Total 

normal emails vs. Normal emails detected by Hybrid filter. 
 
 It is clear from the results above that the false Negative rate 
of Hybrid Spam filter is ~1.34% where as the False positive 
rate is ~.54%. The high False Negative rate is due to the fact 
that the parameter values we chose to distinguish Spam from 
Normal are quiet high. For example the decision made by 
Content Reliability Model to get the above graph is given 
below: 

If ((Trust <80)||(Privacy < 80)) Then Spam = 1 
  

Another factor contributing to the false negative rate is that 
few Spam's use Attachments and Images as a tool for sending 
viruses. We have not addressed in this paper the models for 
analyzing the attachments and images included into the body 
of the mail.   

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
  In this paper we have designed hybrid behavior analysis 
models based on Text/Html in the body of the mail and email 
headers. We plan to develop models based on Attachments 
and Images that could be part of the body of emails in order to 
improve the detection rates of our models. The spam filter 
performance is tested at the user level and it can be extended 
to the server level, where more data can be analyzes and will 
significantly improve our methodology. 
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